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I am commencing this edition of Cavalcade a few short weeks after the end of our 
season on the 9th of April last. 

There are two separate and distinct issues that never fail to have an impact upon me 
they being: 

1. Just how quickly we slide into Autumn at the end of daylight saving and; 

2. Just how big BHP Billiton is.   

On the latter point first, it might come as a surprise to you to know that the market 
capitalisation of BPH Billiton is considerably larger than the market capitalisation of 
say Westpac and ANZ.  To that mix you could also throw in a tiddler such as Suncorp 
which would just about bring up to level pegging the combined market capitalisation 
of three of our biggest financial institutions to that of our big Aussie.  No wonder our 
politicians are a bit leery about taking on a company that has more financial clout 
than many sovereign states.   

I digress however as I was referring to the suddenness of the change of seasons post 
daylight saving. I am sure dear reader that you will agree that it seems only like        
weeks ago we were having light to nearly 7 o’clock and suddenly we are in darkness at 
5.30pm. Only an hour and a half difference but to me the impact is huge and whilst I 
should have got used to the change many years ago it still hits me with considerable 
force the fact that we have overnight gone from effectively summer to late autumn.  

Whilst on the subject of impressions about things that surround us be they either 
environmental or financial, I could not get over what a dreadful summer we have just 
passed through.  I can remember very clearly days in December being cold enough to 
put on a jumper at home (the heaters having been stored away in the attic weeks 
earlier) and then within a week or two we had a hideous spell of extremely hot 
weather which was revolting and then the rest of summer, overcast, showery, coolish 
days were the norm. 

We conducted our racing program of 14 races of which 13 were completed, one race 
cancelled due to high winds.   Our racing program for the season produced the 
following results: 
 
OVERALL POINTS SCORE 

 
Scratch 

1. Centaurus 

2. U2 

3. Blind Justice 
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Handicap 

1. Christina 

2. Joka 

3. Centaurus 

Norm Brown Scratch 

U2 

Norm Brown Handicap 

Flying Circus 

State Championships 

Scratch 

1. Dancelot 

2. Centaurus 

3. U2 

Handicap 

1. Dancelot 

2. Scuttlebutt 

3. Centaurus 

Audi Regatta 

Scratch 

1. Centaurus 

2. Dancelot  

3. U2 

Handicap 

1. Dancelot 

2. Scuttlebutt 

3. Arawa 
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Most sincere congratulations to the skippers and crews of the boats that were able to 
secure podium finishes in our various competitions.  

The usual suspects for most of the positions on the podium were as per usual, 
however a special mention must be made of the outstanding performance of Dick 
Pearce and his crew in Dancelot in the State Championships/Audi Regatta. A most 
impressive performance in winning the State Championship double. The last boat to 
do this was as far as I can recollect, Quambi who won the double approximately five 
or six years ago (sincere apologies to those concerned if I am mistaken in this 
regard). 

Having sailed now for 16 consecutive seasons with the Cavalier 28 Division my only 
comment is that it is bloody hard to do well. I am sure we are all familiar with the 
following scenario – you somehow make a reasonable start –not brilliant but at least 
reasonably competitive, you sail the boat as hard as you can, try and get the trim 
right having ensured the bottom is nice and clean, sail reasonably conservatively in 
that you don’t go off pioneering into unchartered waters and stay with the bulk of the 
fleet, put your spinnakers up and down with reasonable proficiency and sail as fast as 
you can and yet having done all of these things how come you are 5 minutes behind 
the leading boat? – and this is only half way through the race! Like many of us, it 
does my head in. The sails are good, the hull is clean, all the gear is state of the art, 
the crew work is fine, the tactics seem to be reasonable and yet why am I continually 
staring at the stern of U2, Centaurus and as often as not Shoshanna.  

One’s mind aches for simple solutions – do they have an underwater propulsion 
system – are they hauled out of the water every week and placed in an oven to slowly 
bake over the week and then put back into the water the following weekend, 
hundreds of kilo’s lighter – are they connected with some form of satellite navigation 
system which alerts them to wind shifts and other meteorological data denied to us 
other competitors?  Like many conspiracy theories I tend to favour the old line that 
when bad things happen to you it is not a conspiracy - just a cock up. From my 
perspective, the cock up comes in terms of things such as the faster boats pointing 
just a degree or two higher, picking the windshifts/tide influence better, attention to 
trim, weight distribution, speed through tacks, getting the lay lines for mark 
rounding right and general sail handling.  

On the subject of sail handling I must say that I feel that by and large our fleets’ sail 
handling skills are of a high order. For example, during the recent State 
Championships when there was plenty of wind, a large number of boats were 
rounding marks in very close proximity, almost all of the fleet had their spinnakers 
up and set within 10 to 15 seconds of the mark rounding – same as spinnaker drops 
at the leeward mark.   

So where does this all leave us? My tuppence worth is that IF you can get a great 
start, then IF you can sail your boat one or two degrees higher than you normally do, 
and IF you can pick which side of the course to sail on the windward legs, IF you 
work the tide to your favour, IF you can pick up a place or two whilst rounding a 
mark and IF your crew work is impeccable – then you will be a champ my son 
(apologies to Rudyard Kipling).  
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It would be remiss of me in this Autumn edition of Cavalcade not to recount in some 
minor detail the unfortunate end to the season for Blind Justice/U2. There we were, 
in the last race of the season with 200 metres to go to the finish in Taylors Bay, Blind 
Justice clinging desperately to a slight lead and very much hoping to secure 3rd place 
on scratch with Centaurus and Flying Circus safely ahead. Sailing towards the finish 
in a moderate Nor Easter doing as much as we could to stay above the Committee 
boat the realisation that we were falling below the Committee boat became 
increasingly obvious and so the pressure and the tension builds and in the heat of 
battle you realise that a decision has to be made – do we either keep going and hope 
for a magical wind shift at the last moment to carry us above the Committee boat or 
do we tack and duck behind a boat that is to windward and behind, in the hope that 
your opponent will also not make the Committee boat and then hopefully you will 
later catch them on a port/starboard situation right on the finishing line. Pressure, 
pressure, pressure, skipper – you’ve got to do something now – OK let’s tack. You put 
the helm down, swing the boat as hard as you can downwind, let the main and jib off 
but then in that agonising and awful moment that seems an eternity you cannot get 
your bow below the other boat and crunch, the sound of 3 tonnes of Cavalier 28 
travelling at 5 knots T-boning another Cav is a truly awful feeling. Fortunately no-
one was injured, U2 sustained some significant damage, Blind Justice just had chunk 
of gel coat taken out of the bow. In sixteen consecutive seasons with the Cav Fleet, I 
am aware of just how close we get to each other at times and I am mildly surprised 
that there are not more incidents. Having pondered the incident endlessly over the 
last few weeks, I think the lesson is, is that if it looks risky, don’t do it. In hindsight, I 
would have much preferred to drop a place rather than damage our boats and 
possibly cause serious injury to our crews. 

A note of thanks to our President and other Committee members who organized the 
most enjoyable prize giving/annual dinner at the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron on 
the 6th of May last. A great evening, thoroughly enjoyable with a wonderful 
atmosphere and camaraderie. If you have not been to one of these before, my very 
strong recommendation is that you do, as you will thoroughly enjoy the occasion and 
take considerable pleasure in being a member of a very close knit group of yachtsmen 
and their partners/wives who all enjoy each other’s company on and off the water. 
Photos of the event will be posted on our website very shortly. 

Please remember that our Annual General Meeting is scheduled for 
Monday, 25 July 2011 at the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron at 6.00pm. 
Should you members wish to express a view about any issue pertaining to our 
Association, be it either in terms of our races or other issues, your opportunity to do 
so is at the Annual General Meeting. 

Finally, a reminder – as it is very easy to forget this issue. If your standing rigging is 
more than five years old, you will need to give serious attention to having it replaced 
soon! Check with your insurer as to their requirements. 

All the best for the Winter Season – do not be too despondent, the solstice is only 5 
weeks away. 

Stephen O’Halloran 
Secretary 
Cavalier 28 Association 


